
. March 1, 1999 

F. Frances Palmer 
•EEOC 

-. 

· 909 First Ave. #400 
Seattle, WA 98104-1061 

8 4~ flf 'S9 

Pierre Gautier 
12635 69th Ave. So. #9 

Seattle, WA 98178 

RE: Gautier v. Washington State DSHS and General Administration Charge 380990315 

This letter is in response to your February 26, 1999 memo.· I contend that the EEOC has not 
assessed the inf onnation I have provided them or contacted the individual witness I provided you 

1 

on January 25, 1999. I charged Washington State General Administration as negligent as well 
by not providing wheel chair users equal access to motor pool vehicles as agreed to by DSHS. 

The five responses DSHS has provided EEOC are false misconstrued and fabricated. The 
follov1ing responses and documentation will bare my allegations to be true. 

The employee responds to DSHS and EEOC that: 

I. Funding/or your position was through the Proviso/DSHS & L & I contract, which ended 
on June 30,1998. After that time, Fircrest and Rainer volunteered to continue to pay 50% of 
your salary and continue your employment 

1. Funding for my position ended, in September 1996, under DSHS proviso L&I dollars as 
described in the job announcement, one-year prior. This one-year project position was paid 
out of DDD, L&I proviso funds. However on, August 26, 1996 the Director of Employee 
Services requested to the Assistant Secretary of Management Services to establish my 
position on a permanent basis "because it has state wide control and authority for reasonable 
accommodations" On August 28, 1996 the Assistant Secretary approved my assignment to 
that position under the Employee Services Division, period. 

One and one half years later at exactly the same time ESD started harassing me about the 
cost of a temporary work vehicle they were renting did I learn that DDD was paying my 
salary out of proviso dollars (see Attaclunent#l). That appointment was confirmed to me in 
writing on October 11, 1996 effective October l, 1996. (See attaclunent #2). It was never 
was a mention that the appointment was for the next one and a half years or temporary in any 
fashion (attachment #3 dated June 1998) 

' (Response# lA) 
1. Fircrest and Rainier did not volunteer to continue to pay 50% of my salary and continue my 

' employment. If that were the case I would still be employed with the Employee Services 
Division and DDD would still .be funding my position as they had been doing for two and a half 
years. 
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2. You are currently employed in the same/unction/or the same clients at the sane facilities 
for the same salary. 

2. What actually occurred was, due to my outstanding perfonnance, the Superintendents of 
Fircrest and Rainier school offered me a ~ job as an Accommodation/Complaint Specialist 
(see attachment #4 dated June 5, 1999). That offer changed every aspect of my job including my 
title, my position location, my supervision, my personnel manager, my division, my 
Administration, my duties, my travel status, my state wide responsibility to local responsibility 
and my ability to justify pay raises according to Washington Management Services (WMS) rul~s. . . 

In addition, during 1998 I had four discussions with the Superint_endent of Fircest School (Asha 
Singh), concerning that offer. Dr. Singh also wanted me to do Target Recruitment, Community 
Relations, and future management of the Diversity Initiative Plan along with accommodation of 
non-OJI employees. This is not the same job, evidenced by the voice-mail sent to me by Acting 
Director of Employee Services, Bob Conner (See attachment #18), and the subsequ~nt RIF that 
followed. 

(Response to #3) 

3. You made a direct request to the State Motor Pool for a modified veliicle to accommodate 
your disability after your vehicle was in an accident. The State Motor Pool hired Gerald 
Warren & Associates to conduct a study and to provide recommendations on your request. To 
meet your request, the State would have had to purchase either a Ford Windstar or a Chrysler 
Caravan, at a cost of $35,000 to $38,000. This expense was not considered reasonable. 

3a) The EEOC should keep in mind that we are talking about two separate vehicles in this 
complaint. Regarding Vehicle #1: ·· . 
I never made a direct or indirect request to the State Motor Pool for accommodation at any time 
during my employment with the State. My request was made to DSHS supervisor, Carol · 
Damron (see attachments #5 & SA) on September 6, 1996. That request outlined my desire to 
have equal access to State Motor Pool vehicles, which arc procured by DSHS through General 
Administration. Every one of my contemporary (professional class) employees who are able 
body has and does utilize state vehicles for work purposes. That request also asked for 
accommodations· to my computer. That request was never granted or assessed. That request has 
not been responded to by DSHS in this complaint to the EEOC either, and is a basis for my 
charge of failure to accommodate. 
3B) Regarding Vehicle #2: 
Never did the State Motor Pool, nor the Employee Services Division of DSHS, ever hire Gerald 
Warren & Associates to conduct a study to provide recommendations on my accommodation 

· request I personally applied for services as a private citizen to DSHS Division of Vocational 
Rehabilitation for post employment services. DVR hired Gerald Warren & Ass. through my 
vocational counselor, Ella Roach for personal not work related transportation to get to and from 
work .. 
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JgResponse to #3 continued) ~; L ~ 
?JVt, Pierre Gautier do hereby release the S. ~of Vocational Rehabilitation and Gerald 

Warren and Associates t~o. vide i~1996 through 1999 files in their entirety, 
regarding and concerning :~· 6-:'t - ·Equa ' · oyment Opportunity Commission for purposes 
of the Commission's invest• ti . Pleas~ t ~Zach@ (425) 277-7099 to obtain 
those files with this release. . 'Jf fr :...-..:..- . 

. . . 
That study was requested by DSHS Procurement (Lynn Graham) from DVR and forwarded to 
the State Motor Pool. The study by Warren & Associates Revealed that the one van in the motor 
pool could be modified to accommodate wheelchair use for $15,000 (See attachment #6), or that 
a two door, full size auto would work for my transportation needs as well. That van was to be 
bought-back from the motor pool by DSHS and placed in Seattle for all employees with priority 
for disabled employees work use. That agreement was made in· August 1997 between the 
Director of Employee Services, Betsy Sawyers and a man named Aaron and Dorian Sinclair, at 
.General Administration. Access Mobility, (Seattle) and Riches Mobility, (Snohomish), provided 
the estimates. (See attachment #?). · 

3c) This $15,000.00 expense ~.reasonable in that: 
(a) a van was already available in the Motor Pool for conversion and; 
(b) A $42,000.00 surplus existed in the Washington State Disability Accommodation Revolving 

(or Relief) Fund (DARF). An explanation and application regarding that program through 
the State Department of Personnel (DOP), was available and given to the chief of Risk 
Management (Cheri Greenwood), on two different occasions by mi:, once by the Return to 
Work Coordinator, Connie Stewart at DOP. (See attachments #8, 8a,b, and c). My request 
offered other recommendations as well (see attachment #Sand Sa). 

(c) DSHS failed the ADA and DSHS Personnel Policy 582 requirements to prove ilndo hardship 
by, (1) substantiating that the expense was to great, (2) or, that they considered other funding 
sources, (3) or, offered me the opportunity to share in the expense, (4) nor has the 
department head notified or justified to anyone in the department the undo hardship in 
writing.(See attachment #9) 

Response to #4 

4. You were provided a budget rental car for seven montl1s for work purposes; you have since 
bought your own vehicle. 

3. Buying my own car in no way voids my requests for accommodation. Nor does it release 
DSHS and General Administration from their obligation to let me enjoy the same terms, 
benefits and privileges that other employees in my same job class enjoy. This is at the core of 
my discrimination complaint. I should have never have had to request reasonable 
accommodation to drive a State car because it is a term, benefit and privilege of my 
employment. More so than others in that my daily duties require me to be on the road, where 
my co-workers need only use the motor pool autos occasionally. It is not my fault tl1at 
DSHS and GA lzave chosen to ignore Federal mandates set fourth by Section 504 of tlte 
Relzab. Act, and tile ADA. 
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4. DSHS rented a Budget Rental Car for eleven months not seven as they responded to the 
EEOC. The failure of the Employee Service Division to retro-fit a van already in the Motor Pool 
let the rental care expense escalate to a whopping $13,000.00 by January 1998,and 18,000.00 by 
June of 1998. 

A complaint from the Governors office came into the ESD. ESD summonsed me to Olympia on 
January 15, 1998. I responded to the negative, that I had entered that complaint. ESD was now 
under the gun to respond to the Governor and the Secretary of DSHS, as to why they let a 
temporary accommodation reach such an exuberant cost while failing to complete the agreed 
upon 15,00.00 permanent accommodation? 

ESD began to shop my professional skill to other division inside DSHS. They did so, however, 
omitting that a $1,700.00 a month accommodation bill would come with me as an employee. A 
proposal was prepared to the·Mental Health Division ofDSHS (which includes DDD) to pick up 
my position. This proposal outlined how my services could save them 1 million dollars over the 
next year by accommodating 19 employees. (See attachment # 10). 

In the previous two years I had moved 56, (60 plus, by June 1998) employees through the 
accommodation process. Utilizing the Chief of Risk Management's proposal formula I had 
already saved DSHS over 3 million dollars in insurance premiums, time loss benefit and pension 
pay off, (therefore in response to question 3C), far outweighing the expense of any vehicle cost 
for my accommodation request (see attachment #11). 

In conversations with Fircrest and Rainier Schools Superintendents, and at the grievance hearing 
with the Chief of Risk Management (Cheri Greenwood), three questions that I posed, could 
never be answered. 

I. If DDD had no money to continue funding my position in Risk Management and a RIF 
would occur, how could DDD hire me at the exact same salary? 

2. Why the Office of Risk Management never told ODD that they were paying $1,700.00 a 
month for a work vehicle and that DDD would inherit this dept with my employment? 

3. If question one exists, why not continue to fund my position in the Office of Risk 
Management (see attachment #12, 12a,b, and c). Maybe the EEOC should ask DSHS those 
same three questions. · 

What has occurred is that ESD was trying to get rid of me. I was costing them too much money. 
They were violating my rights under ADA and 504 for at least one year and maybe four and they 
new it (SEf.attachment #15). And, I dared to call a 25-year employee and Perso1U1el Officer a 
racist while charging that her supervisor was letting her get away with it 

The EEOC has to understand that.the power and authority of a Personnel Officer is tremendous 
in an organization the size of DSHS with over 18,000 employees. They have control over every 
hiring, termination, promotion, demotion, transfer, disciplinary action, and accommodation.of 
almost 2,000 employees. They provide direct consultation to every hiring authority over those 
employees concerning all aspects of those individuals employment. 
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4.In the past 18 years the Employee Services Division has maintained a work force of rufley 80 
at the supervisory level and above. With turn over during those years, a conservative estimate 
would be that 120 people have held those jobs. Ten of those have been ethnic minorities. Five 
have been black. However only three minorities of any kind have worked in the power positions 
described above. 

Two years ago the department recognized that IlQ_ethnic minority had worked in the area 
manager positions that supervise these PO's, and appointed an African-American, for the first 
time. That appointment was highly contested by the Office of PersoMel Operations (OPO). 
One regional area of OPO is Western Area North (WAN). Particular objections by WAN staff 
were raised at the appointment of that African-American. Coincidentally, those same individuals 
were the same that objected to my appointment? WAN has never hired an ethnic minority to a 
PO 3 level or above. As a matter of fact no ethnic minority has been hired in WAN in my five 
years at DSHS. 

The racial discrimination I am charging -is against a WAN employee and the failure of her 
supervisor to discipline that employee based upon repeated notification of harassment and 
disparate treatment over several years. 

Response to #5 
5. Tlie employer has received no verbal or written complai11ts from you about any racial 
discrimination or retaliation/or complaining about racial discrimination. 

5. I have complained verbally to countless individuals inside DSHS about Personnel Officer 
Cindi Henderson disparate treatment towards me for four years. Ms Henderson initiate false 
sexual harassment complaints that allegedly involve two, third party individuals. Ms. Henderson 
used state owned cellular phones to report alleged personal depts. owed by me to a restaurant for 
gambling to my supervisor. Ms. Henderson attempted to over tum my appointment as an 
affirmative action officer by using my college transcripts to disqualify me for the job I bad held 
for eighteen months. Ms Henderson call employees at home on Sundays to encourage them to 
exercise their informal RIF options into my job. This happened with two different individuals on 
two separate occasfons. 

Ms. Henderson reported me to the Director of Employee Services for using .a recruitment tool 
called "technically exceeds but does not met" to accommodate and employee claiming that tool 
could be used only by managers. 

Ms Henderson complained to the Governors Office that PersoMel Manager Travis Aikin and I 
were being appointed to our positions because of our race. This actiori was being orchestrated by 
Secretary Quasim and his "Boys in the hood". 

Ms. Henderson failed·to assist my ex-secretary in gaining permanent status in DSHS. Instead 
Henderson hired and quickly promoted her own sister-in-law ahead of my secretary. 
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5. Ms. Henderson undennined my authority in accommodations in her region when I had doctor 
statements that mi employee needed accommodations, Ms. Henderson refused to recommend that 
her managers provided the medically mandated remedy. Rather she chose to let a backinjured 
employee lift a computer tenninal on and off a milk carton 6-8 times per day instead of installing 
the stand/sit workstation the doctor prescribed. 

Ms. Henderson badgered my supervisor and me for two hours at a staff meeting with Ms. 
Henderson peers. Ms Henderson was complaining, crying and objecting to my appointment to a 
WMS position. 

· Ms. Henderson called me on the phone ripping up professional memos in my ear that I faxed to 
her moments before the call. 

Ms. Henderson obstructed the accommodation of two African-American employees at Fircrest 
School that I was managing, hopefully into a pilot proj~ct in her region on. 

Ms. Henderson blocked the promotion, salary increases and job opportunities of an African -
American Social worker that I was consulting for those careers advances in Region 3. 

Ms. Henderson warned employees at Fircrest of how mean and nasty I was before I began 
working there. 

Every activity that I was involved in (both private and work related), seemed to be up for Ms 
Hendersons scrutiny. I have reported this malicious treatment to the following individuals inside 
DSHS repeatedly for the past four years. The complaints were made in multiplicity to each 
individual. Their DSHS offices are also included. 

Dave Fiorini - Cindi Hendersons Supervisor- OPO 
Julie Byrne-Gossett My Supervisor DAEO 
Carol Damron " " ORM · 

Cheri Greenwood " " ORM 
Superintendent of Rainier & Fircrest Schools DDD 
Eddie Rodriguez Director Access & Equal Opportunities 
Linda Irby Employee Relations 
Travis Aiken Personnel Operations 
Roberto Swain Media Relations/DAEO 
Margaret Maddox Personnel Operations 
Jane Fellores DAEO · 
Frances Bailey DAEO 
Julie Thacker Personnel Operations 
Cindi Henderson Personnel Operations 
Dave Black Community Relations 
Ken Harden Ass.Sec.Management Services 
Shirley Aragon Indian Policy 

1996-1998 
1994-1998 
1996-97 
1997-98 
1998 
1997-98 
1997-98 
1995-1998 
1994-1999 
1997-98 
1994-98 
1995-97 
1997-98 
1997-98 
1997 
1998 
1994-1996 
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Response #5 continued; . . . . 
5. I have complained in writing about discrimination to the following DSHS md1v1duals (see 
Attachment# 13; and 13a. dated May 30, 1998) 

Lyle Quasim Secretary .DSHS 
Ed Hidono Ass. Sec. Mental Health - Blind copy 
Ken Harden Ass.Sec Management Services 
Bob Conner Acting Director Employee Services 
Cheri Greenwood Office Chief Risk Management 

I also complained in writing to Edith Rice, Chief of Risk Management one year prior, regarding 
the departments failure to accommodate me on March 28,1997 (See attachment #15). 

Also in writing to the Division of Access and Equal Opportunity On January 2,1999 (See 
attachment #16) 

Response to #SA 

Once again all information and documentation points to my termination being a result of: 
a. the cost to accommodate me 
b. my continued charges of racism 
c. my charges of failure to accommodate 
d. my demonstration that DSHS appointed me to a permanent position proved by DSHS 

documentation. Temporary appointments are designated as such when appliable. 
That is not the case on my appointment letter. 

e. Furthermore, I was forced to accept the position at ODD by an ultimatum dated June 
12, 1998 on page 2 section two headed, "your options remain" (See attachment #14, 
and 14a) 

Bare in mind that under WMS rules, this forced movement constituted a demotion in that it took 
away my "Statt. Wide Responsibility" thus eliminating any justification for future pay increases. 

Regarding the allegation of termination because of my disability, the evidence presented 
' indicates: 

1. DSHS did not provide me Reasonable Accommodation per my request. Even the temporary 
accommodation was not a reasonable solution in that it was so inaccessible that my wheel chair 
destroyed the dashboard of the rental vehicle. (See attachment # 17). In addition the only way to 
close the door of the vehicle once inside was to speed backward at a high rate of speed and jam 
on the brake to swing to door to a slam. This a,!:tion put the car others and myself at risk several 
times a day. How can DSHS or EEOC possibly view asking anyone to operate a vehicle in this 
manor as being reasonable? Furthermore, the manor in which I had to operate this car was 
demonstrated for the DSHS Director of Community Relations and the Director of Access and 
Equal Opportunity only for a chuckle as a response. 
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So I still concluded that I was never Reasonably Accommodated by DSHS in transportation or 
accessibility to one handed typing for my computer, period. 

2. DSHS records do not indicate my being appointed to a temporary position. 

3. The accommodations DSHS thought that they were providing were viewed as being to costly, 
even though they did not employ remedies available to them. Costly enough to lie to the EEOC. 

DSHS is fully aware that in the course of this accommodation request that both DSHS and GA 
are in violation of 28 CFR §t 35.150(A)(2).150(A)(3) an 28 CFR B 35.150(A)(3) Neither 
Agency has fulfilled their obligations to my rights under those statues.o'tthe ADA. The EEOC 
should be aware that this does in fact consti~t~ discrimination. 

Finally in response to the EEOC February 26, 1999 letters Reasonable Accommodation 
section: The essential functions of my job require me to meet with employees health care 
professionals and agency managers through-out Western Washington, usually form Olympia to 
Everett and dozens of points in between. Many are East of the 1-5. Short of a helicopter the only 
viable means of transportation to carry out these functions is an automobile. 

I know of no employee, including myself who are provided State Vehicles to bring him or her 
from home to the job site. And that is not a request of mine. Nor has the agency provided that 
type of convenience. 

In summary it is my hope that the EEOC will actually talk to witness and investigate rather than 
simply make written inquiries into these allegations. I am looking fozy.rard to responding to your 
investigation, as they have to do with General Administration as well. 

Attachment:18 = 29pages 

Pg/pg 

Sincerely, __:::;:::::7 ~ ~ 
Z·y .. =--

Pierre Gautier 
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